MEMORY AND FORGETTING IN THE
AGE OF AUGUSTUS
Concern for memory, and for shaping memories,
pervaded all aspects of Roman culture: history
(largely identified as preservation of memoria),
monumenta (connected with memory by
etymology), literature, and religion. Social and
cultural memories were plural and often in
contestation. They always were an ongoing
process of construction and reconstruction, and
reconfigurations occurred at major junctures. The
age of Augustus was such a juncture, and we will
review a variety of the resulting phenomena both
in the capital and the provinces. Like the Augustan
age, memoria looks to both past and future. Was
there an Augustan memory management? In what
way could memories be controlled? What about
imperatives such as remembering to forget and
forgetting to remember? These issues are not
limited to the Augustan age and we will reference
some contemporary examples, such as memorials
and their controversies, too.

Karl Galinsky is the Floyd A. Cailloux Centennial
Professor of Classics and Distinguished
University Teaching Professor at the University of
Texas, Austin. He has published widely on Roman
literature, social and cultural history, art, and
religion, and is a noted expert on Augustan Rome
and the role of memory in Rome. In 2009 he
was awarded a Max Planck Society International
Research Prize and directed the project Memoria
Romana. Major publications include Augustan
culture: an interpretive introduction (Princeton,
1996) and Augustus: Introduction to the Life of
an Emperor (Cambridge, 2012).
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